Stony Brook Medicine
“Using "Find It EZ", in one simple step, we were able to search our full library of 1800 report within minutes!
The savings in time and expense, and the increased accuracy are obvious. I found your support for the
product to be unprecedented, providing an enhancement just one day after I requested it!”
William Levinson, IT Project Manager, Stony Brook Medical Centre
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We needed a universal change impact
analysis tool that could scan a vendor
supplied extensive and complex medical
application quickly and accurately to
pinpoint exactly which Crystal Reports or
other programs linked to an Oracle
database would be affected by a new
Meditech healthcare software release.

The Solution?

Includes full support to search, document
and mass change datasource connections
in Stony Brook’s library of thousands of
Crystal Reports, stored within SAP
BusinessObjects BI Platform, and
Meditech’s underlying Oracle database.
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Multi-Pack Solutions

“I love the (Find it EZ) product. I have other tools I’ve used for SQL searches, but this one caught my attention
because of Crystal Reports and multiple (programming language) searches from one app."

Stephe Faust, Information Technology Manager, Multi-Pack Solutions

! Customer Use Case
We were looking for a tool that makes SQL
searches faster and easier, enabling multiple
searches from one app, that could be run even
from a desktop, unlike other tools that have to
be run from within SQL Server Management
Studio.
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The Solution?

Provides Multipack software development
staff with the ability to search, document
and compare differences across all SQL
Server databases and hundreds of Crystal
Reports from a single app.
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Pan-American Life Insurance Group

“I can't put words to it how much value you brought to our company. It was amazing because I expected Find it
EZ to be just a search utility tool, which to me in itself is fantastic, but I think the whole robustness of the tool is
so much more than what I would consider to be a crystal reports search utility.”
Melinda Kohorst, Sr. Systems Analyst, Pan American Life Insurance

! Customer Use Case
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We needed a universal change impact
analysis tool that could scan Pan- American
Life's extensive and complex Enterprise
software codebase quickly and accurately
pinpoint exactly which Crystal Reports or
other programs linked to a SQL database
would be affected by a new custom
mainframe software release.

The Solution?

Includes full support to search, document
and extract schedule, report and database
meta-data from Pan- American Life's
massive library of Crystal Reports stored in
SAP BusinessObjects BI platform, and
underlying Microsoft SQL Server database.
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Westinghouse Electric Company

“I previously had to use multiple tools (grep, Toad, SS, etc.) to search each repository. This was a time
consuming activity and required a lot of a baby sittings to complete each search. FindItEZ will allow me to
perform a consistent search against all of our repositories that I can start and let run in the background while I
perform other duties..”
Ron Landon, Information Systems Consultant, Columbia Information Systems

! Customer Use Case
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We needed a more efficient change
management tool and process.
Westinghouse has a large, custom
application using multiple programming
languages, reporting tools and databases
with several distributed teams. They
previously had to use multiple tools (grep,
Toad, SS, etc.) to search each repository.
This was a time consuming and
disconnected activity, requiring a lot of baby
sitting to complete each search.

The Solution?

Provides Westinghouse project management
and lead development staff with the ability to
perform complete change impact analysis
across their entire code stack including multiple
programming languages stored within Team
Foundation Server and Visual SourceSafe, plus
thousands of Crystal Reports stored in SAP
BusinessObjects BI platform, and underlying
SQL Server and Oracle database objects.
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Wood County Hospital
“Prior to installing your software, we had no way to assess the impact a database schema change would have on our 800+
Crystal Reports published out on our SAP Business Objects server (version 4.1). With your software, I could easily connect
to our SAP Business Objects server and simply build a list of all the tables and views I was interested in. In just a few
minutes, I had a list of all the reports that referenced these tables plus could see the details of exactly where the table was
referenced (selection criteria, SQL Expression, formulae, etc). And the price was very reasonable, the software has already
paid for itself! "
Keith Battles, Software Developer, Wood County Hospital

! Customer Use Case
We were looking for a software that would
help us assess the impact a SQL Server
database schema change would have on
our library containing hundreds of Crystal
Reports scheduled in an SAP
BusinessObjects repository.
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The Solution?

Includes native connections to SAP
business objects info-systems repository,
with a set of built in reports and extracts
that provided visibility and cross references
to all Crystal Reports underlying Microsoft
SQL Server database objects.
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Nebraska State Government
“We needed a replacement for an outdated process used to produce internal Impact Analysis Statements from Crystal
Reports. FinditEZ was able to do that with existing methods, but was not the exact solution we were looking for. After
asking if there were any other options, the Find it EZ team added a new documentation wizard (Show SQL Queries), while
we were still testing the trial version, even before we were a customer! We ended up choosing FinditEZ for is value, price
and obvious quick attention to customer needs. We no longer have to maintain our original outdated process, and we
have the side benefits of FinditEZ’s many other options and search capabilities.”
Russ Davison ,Office of the CIO, Nebraska State Government

! Customer Use Case
We needed a new application that would
help us to support newer versions of SAP BI
technologies and replace an internally
developed program that produced internal
impact analysis documentation from our
library of hundreds of Crystal Reports.
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The Solution?

With some custom development provided
during the evaluation process, Code
Search Pro replaces an aging internal
program while also offering additional
change management features over and
above the consistent, automated
documentation production Nebraska Gov
was looking for.
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Carillion

“This is an excellent, powerful, invaluable, fast product that I use to assess database structure changes to the
1600 Crystal Reports and million lines of SQL stored procedures.Tech support has been extremely proficient.”

Terry Masenko, Senior Solution Architect, Carillion

! Customer Use Case
We were looking for a solution to pinpoint
all references to our underlying SQL Server
database whenever changes to the
database model could affect our large set of
Crystal Reports or other inter-related
database objects.
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The Solution?

Provides Carillion with a database cross
reference to their hundreds of Crystal
Reports as well as an interactive search
tool supporting both their rpt files and SQL
Server databases.
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Kass Shuler, P.A.

“FindITEZ makes it EZ to search for items in just minutes that in the past could take a couple days.This makes
evolving as a department and company much more efficient. Time is very valuable and this saves us a ton.”

Daniel Cohen, Business Systems Analyst, Kass Shuler, P.A.
,

! Customer Use Case
It used to take several days for each
developer to search our library of Crystal
Reports for the effect of changes in our
underlying database. We needed a tool to
help us improve our searching efficiency
and accuracy.
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The Solution?

Provides Kass Shuler IT staff with the ability
to search and document all database
references within their library of thousands
of Crystal Reports, improving accuracy,
freeing up resources by saving both time
and money for the organization.
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Petroleum Traders Corp.
"We use Crystal Reports and for our data source we normally chose to write a custom command to pull the
data from the SQL Server. There is only one other program I know of right now that allows us to search these
commands, but it forces you to give it a value for any parameters the report may have before it’s able to
search that text. Find it EZ works great and for searching Crystal Reports I have found it better and faster than
any other product!"
Dan Espitch, CIO, Petroleum Traders Corp.
,

! Customer Use Case
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We were finding it difficult to efficiently
search our library of hundreds of Crystal
Reports because of our standard use of
custom SQL Commands embedded within
our library of reports. We needed a tool
that would allow us to search all of our
reports at once for any database references
within these Crystal SQL Command
objects.

The Solution?

Provides Petroleaum Traders development
staff with the ability to search their entire
Crystal Reports library in seconds. Also
allowed them to search their underlying
SQL Server database for inter-relationships
whenever their data model changed.
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